Online Interactive Workshops

Cost: $60/ALCA Member   $120/Non-Member

*** All Workshops are Non-Refundable ***

Register:  www.ALCA.org/Calendar

---

Plants & Tree Staking — ISA = 3.5 CEUs
- Tree and shrub selection: right plant - right place
- How to inspect nursery stock for root and structure
- Steps to planting a tree: AZ811, soil percolation testing, planting hole, amendments, tree well, irrigation, and surface mulch
- Tree planting demonstration
- How to stake a tree: anchor protection, support, tie materials, and alternative staking methods

Oct 29
Online
7:30-11:30am

---

Plant Identification — ISA = 3.5 CEUs
- Plant anatomy terminology, scientific names of plants & how to pronounce them
- Explain importance of common & scientific names
- Recognize plants that perform well in Arizona landscapes
- Demonstrate proficiency in identifying plants by their leaves, flowers & fruit
- Distinguish the different types of palms and pines in our region
- Compare and contrast different species within a genus

Nov 12
Online
7:30-11:30am

---

What is the ACLP certification process? Anyone may attend the workshops to increase their knowledge and skills. To become ACLP certified, each student must attend all 10 workshops and pass the exams. Students will be declared an AZ Certified Landscape Professional when he/she receives a minimum score of 70% on each of the exams. Students will have two additional opportunities to pass the exam at $25 per retake.

Questions: Contact the ALCA office at (602) 626-7091 or email Heather@ALCA.org.
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